The doctrine of Nur Muhammad is one of the discussions that explain the first beings created by Allah is Nur Muhammad. It is being debated by various scholars of Sufism who are trigger to either accept or reject the doctrine. Accordingly, the doctrine also being a discourse in Malay world and amongst of the earliest works is Bahr al-Lahut. The question remarks, firstly on the writings regarding the doctrine of Nur Muhammad in the work of Bahr al-Lahut. Then, it interrogates the means and descriptions on the doctrine of Nur Muhammad by Shaykh `Abdullah 'Arif. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to identify and analyze the doctrine of Nur Muhammad in Martabat Tujuh through writing in Bahr al-Lahut. This study applies content analysis method while studying Bahr al-Lahut manuscript that has been edited from the original copy obtained from the University of Leiden. The findings indicate that Shaykh `Abdullah` Arif also discusses doctrine of Nur Muhammad in the scope of Martabat Wahdah (first echelon); an echelon midst the doctrine of Martabat Tujuh. The doctrine of Nur Muhammad hence, explains the existence of the universe begins from Nur Muhammad, and acts as the first being created by Allah. In addition, Nur Muhammad is also identified by application of other terms such as Ruh Idafi (pneuma of ancillary), Ruh Makhluk (pneuma of beings), Nur Zahuri, Hakikat Muhammad (the quintessence of Muhammad), al-Qalam (The Pen), and al-Wilayah (sovereignty). Besides, the nature of Nur Muhammad is from nonexistence to existence i.e. muhdath (neoteric).
INTRODUCTION
Martabat Tujuh deals with the echelon of existence (Abdillah, A. M, 2001: 101) and the origin of creation in the perspective of Tasawuf Falsafi (philosophical Sufism) (Ibrahim, AFH 1998: 1) . According to Ibrahim AFH (2003: 17) , Martabat Tujuh also refers to an explanation that facilitates the understanding of Oneness of Allah via seven martabat; Ahadiyyah (monism), Wahdah (oneness), Wahidiyyah (The One), Alam Arwah (cosmos), Alam Mithal (quintessence), Alam Ajsam (anthropomorphize), and `Alam Insan (beings). Abdillah, A. M (2001: 101) 
explains
The third martabat is acknowledged as Wahidiyyah, or al-Ta`ayyun al-Thani ‫التعين(‬ ‫.)الثاني‬ This martabat is also known as Hakikat Insan (innate of beings). Martabat Wahidiyyah resembling the knowledge of Allah to His substance, His attributes, and all creatures are being detailed indeed specified (al-Burhanpuri, M.F, 1965: 131) . M.N ( n.d: 22) explains that there has been a khitab (message) of Allah in His own words: "Verily, I am your God" , and all the abovementioned martabat is Qadim (obsolete) (al-Burhanpuri, M.F, 1965 : 131, al-Banjari, M.F, n.d: 22, Abdullah, W.M.S, 2004 . It is because the third martabat is none other existence except the substance and attributes of Allah. All creatures at that time being were only in the knowledge of Allah that had not been revealed in the tangible world. As illustrated by Sheikh Dawud, Martabat Wahidiyyah as a letter of alif or others, came from the perfection of collective dots, at the level of Martabat Wahdah thus, circumstantially exist in Martabat Wahidiyyah. Due to the perfection of the details, also ta'aqqul happen for the second time before ta'aqqul of Martabat Wahdah, thus Wahidiyyah also named Ta`ayyun Thani (Abdullah, W.M.S 1992: 24-25) . These two martabat are renowned the knowledge of Allah i.e. Infinitely Preexistent, and accordingly is called A`yan Thabitah (constant manifestation) (al-Palembangi, `A.S, n.d: 105).
The fourth martabat is understood as Alam Arwah, also being named as Ashya` al-Kawniyyah al-Mujarrad (cosmic universality) refers to everything that create by Allah, have not yet settled but, differ to one another (al-Burhanpuri, M.F, 1965: 131) . This martabat is also entitled as Nur Muhammad; a very delicate and unorganized state where the origin of souls of beings, neither human nor other creatures, that vary to one another. This martabat is considered as the first martabat pertaining to existences that are kharij (visible) or zahir (apparent) or tanjizi (completed), and also named A`yan Kharijiyyah (manifestion of existences). It includes four martabat namely `Alam Arwah, ` Alam Mithal, `Alam Ajsam, `Abd Samad, . Abdullah W.M.S (2004: 12) , explains that there was misunderstanding in this martabat where some believes that Muhammad is originated from Nur Allah, nonetheless the interpretation deviates from actual understanding. The first being creates by Allah is Nur Nabi Muhammad which is from His Nur. According to his interpretation, the form of Nur Muhammad is created by his Lord, and not from or a fragment of Nur Allah because one of His identifiable names is Nur. The Prophet Muhammad is the perfect manifestation of Asma 'Allah and His attributes, then He is the ruler of `Alam Kabir (macrocosmos) and` Alam Saghir (micro-cosmos).
The fifth martabat then named as martabat of `Alam Mithal. This martabat is described as a result of a delicate, irregular, indissoluble, undivided, unshrouded, and unamend (alBurhanpuri, M.F, 1965: 131 ; Al-Palembangi, A.S, n.d: 104) . This nature is exemplified to all cosmic creation as a result of kun (be!). Sheikh `Abd Samad clarifies Alam ` Mithal as alienated spirits in the various forms whereas the origin of the soul is one. According to him, the Sufis constitute Alam Ruh parable to the sea, and Alam Mithal is that sea waves. The form of surf are differ in fact various, notwithstanding the origin and essence is one and not diverse. The same goes to the origin and nature of the spirit which is one and not multiples, except in the different , Vol. 7, No. 11 ISSN: 2222 , Vol. 7, No. 11 ISSN: 2222 
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International Journal of Academic Research in Business and Social Sciences 2017 , Vol. 7, No. 11 ISSN: 2222 1423 www.hrmars.com Translation: Praise be to Allah, Dhat Who Governs the whole universe that has create Nur Muhammad with the attributes of His Qudrat, peace and blessings be upon him; Muhammad the Messenger of Allah as the beloved of Allah, and above All the members of his family, his friends, and his people. Third: Shaykh `Abdullah` Arif attempts to explain the existence of Nur is in the knowledge and taqdir (predestines) of Allah in Martabat Ta`ayyun 'Awwal. Nur Muhammad has existed and is included in the knowledge of Allah comprehensively; in a form of taqdiri (destiny). Being taqdiri is a mere existence of the fixed taqdir in His knowledge and every such thing has not been revealed and is not in the form of khariji (visible). He also explains that Nur Muhammad has occurred for 50,000 years in order to state the Greatness of Allah's Dhat, which Nur Muhammad is also on His greatness and thus cause the creation of all beings. He explains in Bahr al-Lahut as follows (Al-`Arif, `Abdullah in Ahmat, A.C, 2012: 96):
Translation: Nur Muhammad occurred for 50,000 years, for said searching Greatness of Allah's Dhat, and thus it [the creation of the beings] is due to the greatness and majesty of the Prophet Muhammad, and it [Nur Muhammad] was in the Majesty and greatness of God. , Vol. 7, No. 11 ISSN: 2222 1424 www.hrmars.com
The author also finds that the views by Shaykh ` Abdullah `Arif similar to the view of Shaykh alNabhani, Yusuf Ismail (1997: 8) in his Al-Anwar al-Muhammadiyyah Min al-Mawahib alLaduniyyah who quoted a Hadith that explains God has set taqdir of beings 50,000 years before creating heaven and earth. Shaykh Yusuf points out a hadith to support his work, as below:
Translation: Sahih Muslim, the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) said: "Surely he (p.b.u.h.) justly said, God has completed Qadr of every creature and worldly details 50, 000 years before the creation of the heavens and the earth, and his` Arash is on the liquid".
Because Nur Muhammad is in the power and greatness of God, then all creatures are used to exist in order to indicate the love of God upon Nur. Shaykh `Abdullah `Arif emphasized the belief that all life exists through wujud majazi and `Ayan Kharijiyyah is made of Nur Muhammad, also known as al-`Ayan al-Thabitah. The occurrence of Nur Muhammad as the earliest creature also causes God to be acknowledged and identified. The author believes that, acknowledged and identified refers to convincement of Dhat Allah which is wujud mutlak (absolute existence), the properties of the Most Perfect, of His `Af`al.
Fourth:
In Bahr al-Lahut, Shaykh `Abdullah` Arif emphasizes that there are two qualities of the Prophet Muhammad namely inward and outward. At the inward is known as Ism al-Wilayah (substantive domain), while outward is known as Ism al-Nubuwwah (substantive prophecy). He further explains that Ahl Suluk (man of conduct) mentioned the beginning of Tajalli which is the visible Dhat (Jalal) and attributes (Jamal) was Nur Muhammad, who had gathered all the souls of beings and angels (Al-`Arif, `Abdullah in Ahmat, A.C, 2012 : 97) . His statement coincides with the view of Sheikh Muhammad Nafis in his definition of Martabat Wahdah which manifests all names and attributes collectively and gathered i.e. in Hakikat Muhammad. The statement by Shaykh `Abdullah` Arif who is also a Suluk member, quotes the words of other Suluk experts, who explained the Tajalli Allah, collectively gathered in the Hakikat Muhammad; as follows (AlArif, `Abdullah in Ahmat, A.C, 2012: 97) .
Translation: It has been said by Ahl Suluk that the beginning of Tajalli is Nur Muhammad and that is where the spirit of the beings and the angels and all creations are congregated.
Fifth:
The continuation of abovementioned Tajalli, Shaykh `Abdullah` Arif also teaches that Hakikat Muhammad is the essence of alam, also the essence of all existence. It is truly approachable when he explains the creation of creatures at Tanazzul stage. In his view, the earliest jawhar (quidity) made by God is' Alam Kabir i.e. Ruh Idafi which is manifestation from Tajalli of Dhat Allah. Ruh Idafi conveys the whole existence as a sign of the greatness of God. 
Sixth:
The author finds Shaykh `Abdullah `Arif described the doctrine of Nur Muhammad through concept of Tajalli Dhat Allah based on the theory of existence of creatures which from nonexistence to existence. Ruh Idafi is new and it exists from none to exist with God's qudrat (omnipotent) and iradah (willpower). In his view, Ruh Idafi is new because the existence of "none" to "exist" has similarity equated by `Abd al-Rahman, A. (n.d : 3) in al-Jawhar al-Mawhub wa Munabbihat al-Qulub, which everything made from Nur Muhammad like `Arash till the earth will totally be destroyed.
To get a clearer understanding, Shaykh `Abdullah` Arif carries a parable of something (`Ayan) who is in the knowledge of Allah and apparently in the mirror named Ism Makhluk (substantive creatures). While the knowledge of Allah which is mirrored in the mirror is known as Ism Ma`suq i.e. Hakikat Idafi. He likened the real shadows like the Ruh Idafi that is new. The mirror is Qadim, because it is Dhat Allah which expressed as shadow or Ruh Idafi. Dhat Allah is the Infinitely Preexistence and there is nothing like Him. In the opinion of author, he wants to , Vol. 7, No. 11 ISSN: 2222 Translation: Know, indeed Dhat Allah is like a mirror that pure, serene and apparently in the mirror i.e. Ruh Idafi and it is the origin of all beings as indeed the soul of the rising beings is from Ruh Idafi. Ruh Idafi is the Ruh Muhammad. It is the Knowledge of Allah which is Qadim and Azali.
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Eighth: Bahr al-Lahut also explains, everything that exists by God because of wilayah and something that existed in wilayah was found in Nur Muhammad. It has been explained earlier, wilayah is in the sense of inward while Nubuwwah at the angle of outward, and both are the attributes of Prophet Muhammad. Therefore, it is understandable that existence of wilayah is because of Nur Muhammad existence.
In addition, the word Nur Zahuri is also used in Bahr al-Lahut, a synonym for Nur Muhammad. He explained that angel was made from Nur Insan, while a human beings made from Nur Zahuri. The existence that exists in Nur Insan is due to something that exists in Nur Zahuri. The views of Shaykh `Abdullah` Arif in Bahr al-Lahut that explains al-wilayah, Nur Insan and Nur Zahuri as follows (Al-`Arif, `Abdullah in Ahmat, A.C, 2012: 97-98) :
